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Abstract— This paper presents a fully automated procedure
for controller synthesis for a general class of multi-agent
systems under coupling constraints. Each agent is modeled
with dynamics consisting of two terms: the first one models the
coupling constraints and the other one is an additional bounded
control input. We aim to design these inputs so that each agent
meets an individual high-level specification given as a Metric
Interval Temporal Logic (MITL). Furthermore, the connectivity
of the initially connected agents, is required to be maintained.
First, assuming a polyhedral partition of the workspace, a
novel decentralized abstraction that provides controllers for
each agent that guarantee the transition between different
regions is designed. The controllers are the solution of a Robust
Optimal Control Problem (ROCP) for each agent. Second, by
utilizing techniques from formal verification, an algorithm that
computes the individual runs which provably satisfy the high-
level tasks is provided. Finally, simulation results conducted in
MATLAB environment verify the performance of the proposed
framework.

Index Terms— multi-agent systems, cooperative control, hy-
brid systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative control of multi-agent systems has tradition-
ally focused on designing distributed control laws in order to
achieve global tasks such as consensus and formation control,
and at the same time fulfill properties such as network
connectivity and collision avoidance. Over the last few years,
the field of control of multi-agent systems under temporal
logic specifications has been gaining attention. In this work,
we aim to additionally introduce specific time bounds into
these tasks, in order to include specifications such as: “Robot
1 and robot 2 should visit region A and B within 4 time
units respectively or “Both robots 1 and 2 should periodically
survey regions A1, A2, A3, avoid region X and always keep
the longest time between two consecutive visits to A1 below
8 time units”.

The qualitative specification language that has primarily
been used to express the high-level tasks is Linear Temporal
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Logic (LTL) (see, e.g., [1], [2]). There is a rich body of
literature containing algorithms for verification and synthesis
of multi-agent systems under temporal logic specifications
([3]–[5]). A three-step hierarchical procedure to address the
problem of multi-agent systems under LTL specifications is
described as follows ([6]–[8]): first the dynamics of each
agent is abstracted into a Transition System (TS). Second,
by invoking ideas from formal verification, a discrete plan
that meets the high-level tasks is synthesized for each
agent. Third, the discrete plan is translated into a sequence
of continuous time controllers for the original continuous
dynamical system of each agent.

Controller synthesis under timed specifications has been
considered in [9]–[13]. However, all these works are re-
stricted to single agent planning and are not extendable to
multi-agent systems in a straightforward way. The multi-
agent case has been considered in [14], where the vehicle
routing problem was addressed, under Metric Temporal
Logic (MTL) specifications. The corresponding approach
does not rely on automata-based verification, as it is based
on a construction of linear inequalities and the solution of a
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem.

An automata-based solution was proposed in our previous
work [15], where MITL formulas were introduced in order
to synthesize controllers such that every agent fulfills an
individual specification and the team of agents fulfills a
global specification. Specifically, the abstraction of each
agent’s dynamics was considered to be given and an upper
bound of the time that each agent needs to perform a transi-
tion from one region to another was assumed. Furthermore,
potential coupled constraints between the agents were not
taken into consideration. Motivated by this, in this work, we
aim to address the aforementioned issues. We assume that the
dynamics of each agent consists of two parts: the first part is
a nonlinear function representing the coupling between the
agent and its neighbors, and the second one is an additional
control input which will be exploited for high-level planning.
Hereafter, we call it a free input. A decentralized abstraction
procedure is provided, which leads to an individual Weighted
Transition System (WTS) for each agent and provides a basis
for high-level planning.

Abstractions for both single and multi-agent systems have
been provided e.g. in [16]–[24]. In this paper, we deal with
the complete framework of both abstractions and controller
synthesis of multi-agent systems. We start from the dynamics
of each agent and we provide controllers that guarantee the
transition between the regions of the workspace, while the
initially connected agents remain connected for all times. The



decentralized controllers are the solution of an ROCP. Then,
each agent is assigned an individual task given as an MITL
formulas. We aim to synthesize controllers, in discrete level,
so that each agent performs the desired individual task within
specific time bounds as imposed by the MITL formulas.
In particular, we provide an automatic controller synthesis
method of a general class of coupled multi-agent systems
under high-level tasks with timed constraints. Compared to
existing works on multi-agent planning under temporal logic
specifications, the proposed approach considers dynamically
coupled multi-agent systems under timed temporal specifi-
cations in a distributed way.

In our previous work [25], we treated a similar problem,
but the under consideration dynamics were linear couplings
and connectivity maintenance was not guaranteed by the
proposed control scheme. Furthermore, the procedure was
partially decentralized, due to the fact that a product Wighted
Transition System (WTS) was required, which rendered
the framework computationally intractable. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that a fully
automated framework for a general class of multi-agent
systems consisting of both constructing purely decentralized
abstractions and conducting timed temporal logic planning
is considered.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II a descrip-
tion of the necessary mathematical tools, the notations and
the definitions are given. Section III provides the dynamics
of the system and the formal problem statement. Section IV
discusses the technical details of the solution. Section V is
devoted to a simulation example. Finally, conclusions and
future work are discussed in Section VI.

II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation

We denote by R,Q+,N the set of real, nonnegative
rational and natural numbers including 0, respectively. Rn≥0

and Rn>0 are the sets of real n-vectors with all elements
nonnegative and positive, respectively. Define also T∞ =
T ∪ {∞} for a set T ⊆ R. Given a set S, denote by |S| its
cardinality, by SN = S×· · ·×S its N -fold Cartesian product,
and by 2S the set of all its subsets. Given the sets S1, S2,
their Minkowski addition is defined by S1⊕S2 = {s1 + s2 :
s1 ∈ S1, s2 ∈ S2}. In ∈ Rn×n stands for the identity
matrix. The notation ‖x‖ is used for the Euclidean norm
of a vector x ∈ Rn. ‖A‖ = max{‖Ax‖ : ‖x‖ = 1} stands
for the induced norm of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n. B(c, r) =
{x ∈ R2 : ‖x − c‖ ≤ r} is the disk of center c ∈ R2 and
r ∈ R>0. The absolute value of the maximum singular value
and the absolute value of the minimum eigenvalue of a matrix
A ∈ Rn×n are denoted by σmax(A), λmin(A), respectively.
The indexes i and j stand for agent i and its neighbors
(see Sec. III for the definition of neighbors), respectively;
µ, z ∈ N are indexes used for sequences and sampling times,
respectively.

Definition 1. Consider two sets A,B ⊆ Rn. Then, the

Pontryagin difference is defined by:

A ∼ B = {x ∈ Rn : x+ y ∈ A,∀ y ∈ B}.

Definition 2. ([26]) A continuous function α : [0, a)→ R≥0

is said to belong to class K, if it is strictly increasing and
α(0) = 0. It is said to belong to class K∞ if a = ∞ and
α(r)→∞, as r →∞.

Definition 3. ([26]) A continuous function β : [0, a) ×
R≥0 → R≥0 is said to belong to class KL, if:
• For each fixed s, β(r, s) ∈ K with respect to r.
• For each fixed r, β(r, s) is decreasing with respect to s

and β(r, s)→ 0, at s→∞.

Definition 4. ([27]) A nonlinear system ẋ = f(x, u) with
initial condition x(t0) is said to be Input to State Stable (ISS)
if there exist functions β ∈ KL and σ ∈ K∞ such that:

‖x(t)‖ ≤ β(‖x(t0)‖, t) + σ(‖u‖).

Definition 5. ([27]) A Lyapunov function V (x, u) for the
nonlinear system ẋ = f(x, u) with initial condition x(t0)
is said to be ISS-Lyapunov function if there exist functions
α, σ ∈ K∞ such that:

V̇ (x, u) ≤ −α(‖x‖) + σ(‖u‖),∀x, u. (1)

Theorem 1. A nonlinear system ẋ = f(x, u) with initial
condition x(t0) is said to be ISS if and only if it admits a
ISS-Lyapunov function.

Proof. The proof can be found in [28].

B. Partitions

In the subsequent analysis a discrete partition of the
workspace will be considered which is formalized through
the following definition.

Definition 6. Given a set S, we say that a family of sets
{S`}`∈I forms a partition of S if S 6= ∅,

⋃
`∈I

S` = S and for

every S, S′ ∈ S with S 6= S′ it holds S ∩ S′ = ∅.

Hereafter, every region S` of a partition S will be called
region.

C. Time Sequence, Timed Run and Weighted Transition Sys-
tem

In this section we include some definitions that are re-
quired to analyze our framework.

An infinite sequence of elements of a set X is called
an infinite word over this set and it is denoted by χ =
χ(0)χ(1) . . . The z-th element of a sequence is denoted by
χ(z). For certain technical reasons that will be clarified in
the sequel, we will assume hereafter that T = Q+.

Definition 7. ([29]) A time sequence τ = τ(0)τ(1) . . . is an
infinite sequence of time values τ(µ) ∈ T = Q+, satisfying
the following properties: 1) Monotonicity: τ(µ) < τ(µ+ 1)
for all j ≥ 0; 2) Progress: For every t ∈ T, there exists
µ ≥ 1, such that τ(µ) > t.



An atomic proposition σ is a statement that is either True
(>) or False (⊥).

Definition 8. ([29]) Let Σ be a finite set of atomic proposi-
tions. A timed word w over the set Σ is an infinite sequence
wt = (w(0), τ(0))(w(1), τ(1)) . . . where w(0)w(1) . . . is an
infinite word over the set 2Σ and τ(0)τ(1) . . . is a time
sequence with τ(µ) ∈ T, µ ≥ 0.

Definition 9. A Weighted Transition System (WTS) is a tuple
(S, S0, Act,−→, d,Σ, L) where S is a finite set of states;
S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states; Act is a set of actions;
−→⊆ S × Act × S is a transition relation; d :−→→ T is
a map that assigns a positive weight to each transition; Σ
is a finite set of atomic propositions; and L : S → 2Σ is a
labeling function.

Definition 10. A timed run of a WTS is an infinite sequence
rt = (r(0), τ(0))(r(1), τ(1)) . . ., such that r(0) ∈ S0, and
for all µ ≥ 1, it holds that r(µ) ∈ S and (r(µ), α(µ), r(µ+
1)) ∈−→ for a sequence of actions α(1)α(2) . . . with
α(µ) ∈ Act,∀ µ ≥ 1. The time stamps τ(µ), µ ≥ 0 are
inductively defined as: 1) τ(0) = 0; 2) τ(µ + 1) = τ(µ) +
d(r(µ), α(µ), r(µ + 1)),∀ µ ≥ 1. Every timed run rt gen-
erates a timed word w(rt) = (w(0), τ(0)) (w(1), τ(1)) . . .
over the set 2Σ where w(µ) = L(r(µ)), ∀ µ ≥ 0 is the
subset of atomic propositions that are true at state r(µ).

D. Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL)

The syntax of Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) over
a set of atomic propositions Σ is defined by the grammar:

ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ©I ϕ | ♦Iϕ | �Iϕ | ϕ1 UI ϕ2,

where σ ∈ Σ, and ©, ♦, � and U are the next, even-
tually, always and until temporal operators, respectively;
I = [a, b] ⊆ T where a, b ∈ [0,∞] with a < b is a
non-empty timed interval. MITL can be interpreted either
in continuous or point-wise semantics [30]. In this paper,
the latter approach is utilized, since the consideration of
point-wise (event-based) semantics is more suitable for the
automata-based specifications considered in a discretized
state-space. The MITL formulas are interpreted over timed
words like the ones produced by a WTS it is given in Def.
10.

Definition 11. ([30], [31]) Given a timed word wt =
(w(0), τ(0))(w(1), τ(1)) . . . , an MITL formula ϕ and a po-
sition i in the timed word, the satisfaction relation (wt, i) |=
ϕ, for i ≥ 0 (read wt satisfies ϕ at position µ) is inductively
defined as follows:

(wt, µ) |= p⇔ p ∈ w(µ),

(wt, µ) |= ¬ϕ⇔ (wt, i) 6|= ϕ,

(wt, µ) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇔ (wt, µ) |= ϕ1 and (wt, µ) |= ϕ2,

(wt, µ) |=©I ϕ⇔ (wt, µ+ 1) |= ϕ

and τ(µ+ 1)− τ(i) ∈ I,
(wt, µ) |= ♦Iϕ⇔ ∃µ′ ≥ µ, such that

(wt, j) |= ϕ, τ(µ′)− τ(µ) ∈ I,

(wt, µ) |= �Iϕ⇔ ∀µ′ ≥ µ,
τ(µ′)− τ(µ) ∈ I ⇒ (wt, µ′) |= ϕ,

(wt, µ) |= ϕ1 UI ϕ2 ⇔ ∃µ′ ≥ µ, s.t. (wt, µ′) |= ϕ2,

τ(µ′)− τ(µ) ∈ I and (wt, µ′′) |= ϕ1,∀ µ ≤ µ′′ < µ′.

We say that a timed run rt = (r(0), τ(0))(r(1), τ(1)) . . .
satisfies the MITL formula ϕ (we write rt |= ϕ) if
and only if the corresponding timed word w(rt) =
(w(0), τ(0))(w(1), τ(1)) . . . with w(µ) = L(r(µ)),∀µ ≥ 0,
satisfies the MITL formula (w(rt) |= ϕ).

It has been proved that MITL is decidable in infinite
words and point-wise semantics, which is the case considered
here (see [32], [33] for details). The model checking and
satisfiability problems are EXPSPACE-complete. It should
be noted that in the context of timed systems, EXSPACE
complexity is fairly low [34]. An example with a WTS and
two runs rt1, r

t
2 that satisfy two MITL formulas can be found

in [35, Section II, page 4].

E. Timed Büchi Automata

Timed Büchi Automata (TBA) were introduced in [29] and
in this work, we also partially adopt the notation from [34],
[36]. Let C = {c1, . . . , c|C|} be a finite set of clocks. The
set of clock constraints Φ(C) is defined by the grammar

φ := > | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | c ./ ψ,

where c ∈ C is a clock, ψ ∈ T is a clock constant and ./ ∈
{<,>,≥,≤,=}. A clock valuation is a function ν : C → T
that assigns a value to each clock. A clock ci has valuation
νi for i ∈ {1, . . . , |C|}, and ν = (ν1, . . . , ν|C|). We denote
by ν |= φ the fact that the valuation ν satisfies the clock
constraint φ.

Definition 12. A Timed Büchi Automaton is a tuple A =
(Q,Qinit, C, Inv,E, F,Σ,L) where Q is a finite set of lo-
cations; Qinit ⊆ Q is the set of initial locations; C is a
finite set of clocks; Inv : Q → Φ(C) is the invariant;
E ⊆ Q × Φ(C) × 2C × Q gives the set of edges; F ⊆ Q
is a set of accepting locations; Σ is a finite set of atomic
propositions; and L : Q → 2Σ labels every state with a
subset of atomic propositions.

For the semantics of TBA we refer the reader to [35,
Section II, page 4]. The problem of deciding the emptiness
of the language of a given TBA A is PSPACE-complete
[29]. Any MITL formula ϕ over Σ can be algorithmically
translated to a TBA with the alphabet 2Σ, such that the
language of timed words that satisfy ϕ is the language of
timed words produced by the TBA ([32], [37], [38]). An
example of a TBA and accepting runs of it can be found in
[35, Section II, page 4].

Remark 1. Traditionally, the clock constraints and the TBAs
are defined with T = N. However, they can be extended
to accommodate T = Q+, by multiplying all the rational
numbers that are appearing in the state invariants and the
edge constraints with their least common multiple.



III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

Consider a system of N agents, with V =
{1, . . . , N}, N ≥ 2, operating in a workspace W ⊆ R2. The
workspace is assumed to be closed, bounded and connected.
Let xi : R≥0 → D denotes the position of each agent in the
workspace at time t ∈ R≥0. Each agent is equipped with
a sensor device that can sense omnidirectionally. Let the
disk B(xi(t), r) model the sensing zone of agent i at time
t ∈ R≥0, where r ∈ R≥0 is the sensing radius. The sensing
radius is the same for all the agents. Let also h > 0 denote
the constant sampling period of the system. We make the
following assumption:

Assumption 1. (Measurements Assumption) It is assumed
that each agent i, is able to measure its own position and
all agents’ positions that are located within agent’s i sensing
zone without any delays.

According to Assumption 1, the agent’s i neighboring
set at time t0 is defined by Ni = {j ∈ V : xj(t0) ∈
B(xi(t0), r)}. For the neighboring set Ni define also Ni =
|Ni|. Note that i ∈ Nj ⇔ j ∈ Ni,∀ i, j ∈ V, i 6= j.
The control design for every agent i should guarantee that
it remains connected with all its neighbors j ∈ Ni, for all
times.

Consider the neighboring set Ni. The coupled dynamics
of each agent are given in the form:

ẋi = f(xi, x̄i) + ui, xi ∈W, i ∈ V, (2)

where f : W × WNi → W , is a nonlinear function
representing the coupling between agent i and its neighbors
i1, . . . , iNi . The notation x̄i = [x>i1 , . . . , x

>
iNi

]> ∈ WNi

is used for the vector of the neighbors of agent i, and
ui : R≥0 → R2, i ∈ V is the control input of each agent.
For the dynamics of each agent the following assumption are
taken.

Assumption 2. There exist constants umax, M̄ with 0 <
umax < M̄ < ∞ such that the following holds ∀i ∈
V, (xi, x̄i) ∈W ×WNi :

‖fi(xi, x̄i)‖ ≤ M̄, (3a)

ui ∈ Ui , {ui ∈ R2 : ‖ui‖ ≤ umax}. (3b)

Assumption 3. The functions fi(xi, x̄i), i ∈ V are Lips-
chitz continuous in W ×WNi . Thus, there exists constants
Li, L̄i > 0 such that the following inequalities hold:

‖fi(xi, x̄i)− fi(yi, x̄i)‖ ≤ Li‖xi − yi‖, (4a)
‖fi(xi, x̄i)− fi(xi, ȳi)‖ ≤ L̄i‖x̄i − ȳi‖, (4b)

for all xi, yi ∈W, x̄i, ȳi ∈WNi , i ∈ V .

Remark 2. The coupling terms fi(xi, x̄i), i ∈ V are en-
countered in a large set of multi-agent protocols [39], includ-
ing consensus, connectivity maintenance, collision avoidance
and formation control. In addition, (2) may represent in-
ternal dynamics of the system as for instance in the case

of smart buildings (see e.g., [40]) where the temperature
Ti, i ∈ V of each room evolves according to the law
Ṫi =

∑
j∈Ni αij(Tj − Ti) + ui, with αij representing

the heat conductivity between rooms i and j and ui the
heating/cooling capabilities of the room.

B. Specification
Our goal is to control the multi-agent system (2) so

that each agent obeys a given individual specification. In
particular, it is required to drive each agent to a sequence
of desired subsets of the workspace W within certain time
limits and provide certain atomic tasks there. Atomic tasks
are captured through a finite set of atomic propositions
Σi, i ∈ V , with Σi ∩ Σj = ∅, for all i, j ∈ V, i 6= j, which
means that the agents do not share any atomic propositions.
Each position xi of each agent i ∈ V is labeled with atomic
propositions that hold there. Initially, a labeling function

Λi : W → 2Σi , (5)

is introduced for each agent i ∈ V which maps each state
xi ∈ R2 with the atomic propositions Λi(xi) which hold
true at xi i.e., the subset of atomic propositions that hold
for agent i in position xi. Define also by Λ(x) =

⋃
i∈V

Λi(x)

the union of all the labeling functions. Let us now introduce
the following assumption which is important for defining the
problem properly.

Assumption 4. There exists a partition D = {D`}`∈I of the
workspace W which respects the labeling function Λ i.e., for
all D` ∈ D it holds that Λ(x) = Λ(x′),∀ x, x′ ∈ D`. This
assumption, intuitively, and without loss of generality, means
that the same atomic propositions hold at all the points that
belong to the same region of the partition.

Although the regions D`, ` ∈ I of the partition D may
have different geometric shape, without loss of generality,
we assume that they are hexagons with side length R. Define
also for each agent i a labeling function:

Li : D → 2Σi , (6)

which maps every region of the partition D to the subset of
the atomic propositions which hold true there. Furthermore,
we assume that a time step T > h > 0 is given. This time
step models the required time in which each agent should
transit from a region to a neighboring region and is the same
for all the agents.

The trajectory of each agent i is denoted by xi(t), t ≥
0, i ∈ V . The trajectory xi(t) is associated with a unique
sequence:

rtxi = (ri(0), τi(0))(ri(1), τi(1))(ri(2), τi(2)) . . . ,

of regions that the agent i crosses, where for all µ ≥
0 it holds that: xi(τi(µ) ∈ ri(µ) and Λi(xi(t)) =
Li(ri(µ)),∀ t ∈ [τi(µ), τi(µ+ 1)) for some ri(µ) ∈ D and
ri(µ) 6= ri(µ+ 1). The timed word:

wtxi = (Li(ri(0)), τi(0))(Li(ri(1)), τi(1))

(Li(ri(2)), τi(2)) . . . ,
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Fig. 1: An example of two agents performing in a partitioned
workspace.

where wi(µ) = Li(ri(µ)), µ ≥ 0, i ∈ V , is associated
uniquely with the trajectory xi(t).

Definition 13. For each agent i ∈ V we define the relaxed
timed word as:

w̃ti = (wi(0), τ̃i(0))(wi(1), τ̃i(1))(wi(2), τ̃i(2)) . . . , (7)

where wi(µ) = Li(ri(µ)), τ̃i(µ) ∈ [τi(µ), τi(µ+ 1)),∀ µ ≥
0.

The time stamp τi(0) = τ̃i(0) = t0, i ∈ V models the
initial starting time of the agents. The time stamps τi(µ), µ ≥
1 models the exact time in which the agent i crosses the
boundary of the regions ri(µ−1) and ri(µ). The time stamps
τ̃i(µ) model a time instant in which the agent i is in the
region ri(µ) of the workspace (see Example 1 below). The
specification task ϕi given as an MITL formula over the set
of atomic propositions Σi, represents desired tasks that are
imposed to each agent i ∈ I. We say that a trajectory xi(t)
satisfies a formula ϕi given in MITL over the set Σi, and
we formally write:

xi(t) |= ϕi,∀t ≥ 0,

if and only if there exists a relaxed timed word w̃ti that com-
plies with xi(t) and satisfies ϕi according to the semantics
of MITL in 11.

Example 1. Consider N = 2 agents performing in the parti-
tioned environment of Fig. 1. Both agents have the ability to
pick up, deliver and throw two different balls. Their sets of
atomic propositions are Σ1 = {pickUp1,deliver1, throw1}
and Σ2 = {pickUp2,deliver2, throw2}, respectively, and
satisfy Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅. Three points of the agents’ trajecto-
ries that belong to different regions with different atomic
propositions are captured. Assume that t1 < t′1 < t2 <
t2 < t′2 < t3 < t′3. The trajectories x1(t), x2(t), t ≥ 0 are
depicted with the red lines. According to Assumption 4, the
partition D = {D`}`∈I = {D1, . . . , D6} is given where I =
{1, . . . , 6} respects the labeling functions Λi, Li, i ∈ {1, 2}.

In particular, it holds that:

Λ1(x1(t)) = L1(r1(0)) = {pickUp1}, t ∈ [0, t1),

Λ1(x1(t)) = L1(r1(1)) = {throw1}, t ∈ [t1, t2),

Λ1(x1(t)) = L1(r1(2)) = {deliver1}, t ∈ [t2, t3),

Λ1(x1(t)) = L1(r1(3)) = ∅, t ≥ t3.
Λ2(x2(t)) = L2(r2(0)) = {pickUp2}, t ∈ [0, t′1),

Λ2(x2(t)) = L2(r2(1)) = {deliver2}, t ∈ [t′1, t
′
2),

Λ2(x2(t)) = L2(r2(2)) = {throw2}, t ∈ [t′2, t
′
3),

Λ2(x2(t)) = L2(r2(3)) = ∅, t ≥ t′3.

By the fact that wi(µ) = L(ri(µ)),∀ i ∈ {1, 2}, µ ∈
{1, 2, 3}, the corresponding individual timed words are given
as:

wtx1
= ({pickUp1}, 0)({throw1}, t1)({deliver1}, t2)(∅, t3),

wtx2
= ({pickUp2}, 0)({deliver2}, t′1)({throw2}, t′2)(∅, t′3).

According to (7), two two relaxed timed words (depicted
with red in Fig. 1) are given as:

wt1 = ({pickUp1}, τ̃1(0))({throw1}, τ̃1(1))

({deliver1}, τ̃1(2))(∅, τ̃1(3)),

wt2 = ({pickUp2}, τ̃2(0))({deliver2}, τ̃2(1))

({throw2}, τ̃2(2))(∅, τ̃2(3)).

The time stamps τ̃1(µ), τ̃2(µ), µ ∈ {1, 2, 3} should satisfy
the following conditions:

τ̃1(0) ∈ [τ1(0), τ1(1)) = [0, t1),

τ̃1(1) ∈ [τ1(1), τ1(2)) = [t1, t2),

τ̃1(2) ∈ [τ1(2), τ1(3)) = [t2, t3),

τ̃1(3) ∈ [τ1(3), ·) = [t3, ·),
τ̃2(0) ∈ [τ2(0), τ2(1)) = [0, t1),

τ̃2(1) ∈ [τ2(1), τ2(2)) = [t1, t2),

τ̃2(2) ∈ [τ2(2), τ2(3)) = [t2, t3),

τ̃2(3) ∈ [τ2(3), ·) = [t3, ·).

C. Problem Statement

We can now formulate the problem treated in this paper
as follows:

Problem 1. Given N agents operating in the
bounded workspace W ⊆ R2, their initial positions
x1(t0), . . . , xN (t0), their dynamics as in (2), a time step
T > h > 0, N task specification formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕN
expressed in MITL over the sets of services Σ1, . . . ,ΣN ,
respectively, a partition of the workspace W into hexagonal
regions {D`}`∈I with side length R as in Assumption
4 and the labeling functions Λ1, . . . ,ΛN , L1, . . . , LN ,
as in (5), (6), assign control laws u1, . . . , uN to each
agent 1, . . . , N , respectively, such that the connectivity
between the agents that belong to the neighboring sets
N1, . . . ,NN is maintained, as well as each agent fulfills its



individual MITL specification ϕ1, . . . , ϕN , respectively, i.e.,
x1(t) |= ϕ1, . . . , xN (t) |= ϕN ,∀ t ∈ R≥0.

Remark 3. The initial positions x1(t0), . . . , xN (t0) should
be such that the agents which are required to remain con-
nected for all times need to satisfy the inequality ‖xi(t0)−
xi′(t0)‖ < 2r, i, i′ ∈ V, i 6= i′.

Remark 4. It should be noted that, in this work, the depen-
dencies between the agents are induced through the coupled
dynamics (2) and not in the discrete level, by allowing for
couplings between the services (i.e., Σi ∩ Σj 6= ∅, for some
i, j ∈ V). Hence, even though the agents do not share
atomic propositions, the constraints on their motion due to
the dynamic couplings and the connectivity maintenance
specifications may restrict them to fulfill the desired high-
level tasks. Treating additional couplings through individual
atomic propositions in the discrete level is a topic of current
work.

Remark 5. In our previous work on the multi-agent con-
troller synthesis framework under MITL specifications [15],
the multi-agent system was considered to have fully-actuated
dynamics. The only constraints on the system were due to
the presence of time constrained MITL formulas. In the
current framework, we have two types of constraints: the
constraints due to the coupling dynamics of the system (2),
which constrain the motion of each agent, and, the timed
constraints that are inherently imposed from the time bounds
of the MITL formulas. Thus, there exist formulas that cannot
be satisfied either due to the coupling constraints or the
time constraints of the MITL formulas. These constraints,
make the procedure of the controller synthesis in the discrete
level substantially different and more elaborate than the
corresponding multi-agent LTL frameworks in the literature
([3], [4], [7], [8]).

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, a systematic solution to Problem 1 is
introduced. Our overall approach builds on abstracting the
system in (2) through a WTS for each agent and exploiting
the fact that the timed runs in the i-th WTS project onto
the trajectories of agent i while preserving the satisfaction
of the individual MITL formulas ϕi, i ∈ V . In particular, the
following analysis is performed:

1) We propose a novel decentralized abstraction technique
for the multi-agent system, i.e., discretization of the
time into time steps T for the given partition D =
{D`}`∈I, such that the motion of each agent is modeled
by a WTS Ti, i ∈ I (Section IV-A). We adopt here
the technique of designing Nonlinear Model Predictive
Controllers (NMPC), for driving the agents between
neighboring regions.

2) A three-step automated procedure for controller syn-
thesis which serves as a solution to Problem 1 is
provided in Section IV-B.

3) Finally, the computational complexity of the proposed
approach is discussed in Section IV-C.

•
xi(tk)

P (i, k)

P̃ (i, k, 2)

P̃ (i, k, 3)

P̃ (i, k, 4)

P̃ (i, k, 5)

P̃ (i, k, 6)

P̃ (i, k, 1)

Fig. 2: Illustration of agent i occupying region P (i, k),
depicted by green, at time tk = t0 + kT with P̄ (i, k) =⋃˜̀∈L P̃ (i, k, ˜̀) being the set of regions that the agent can
transit at exactly time T .

The next sections provide the proposed solution in detail.

A. Discrete System Abstraction

In this section we provide the abstraction technique that
is designed in order to capture the dynamics of each agent
into WTSs. Thereafter, we work completely at discrete level,
which is necessary in order to solve Problem 1.

1) Workspace Geometry: Consider an enumeration I of
the regions of the workspace, the index variable ` ∈ I and the
given time step T . The time step T models the time duration
that each agent needs to transit between two neighboring
regions of the workspace. Consider also a timed sequence:

S = {t0, t1 = t0 + T, . . . , tk = t0 + kT, . . . }, k ∈ N. (8)

S models the time stamps in which the agents are required
to occupy different neighboring regions. For example, if at
time tk agent i occupies region D`, at the next time stamp
tk+T is required to occupy a neighboring region of D`. The
agents are always forced to change region for every different
time stamp. Let us define the mapping:

P : V × N→ D,

which denotes the fact that the agent i ∈ V , at time instant

tk = t0 + kT, k ∈ N,

occupies the region D`i
∈ D for an index `i ∈ I. Define the

mapping:
P̃ : V × N× L→ D.

where L = {1, . . . , 6}. By P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), ˜̀∈ L we denote one
and only one out of the six neighboring regions of region
P (i, k) that agent i occupies at time tk. Define also by
P̄ (i, k) the union of all the six neighboring regions of region
P (i, k), i.e.,

P̄ (i, k) =
⋃
˜̀∈L

P̃ (i, k, ˜̀),
with |P̄ (i, k)| = 6. An example of agent i being at the region
P (i, k) along with its neighboring regions is depicted in Fig.
2.



xi(tk)

xj1(tk)

xj2(tk)

•

•

••xi(tk + T )

D`des

P (i, k)

P (j2, k)

P (j1, k)

ui

Fig. 3: Illustration of three connected agents i, j1, j2. The
agents are occupying the regions P (i, k) = D`i

, P (j1, k) =
D`j1

and P (j2, k) = D`j2
at time tk = t0 +kT , depicted by

green, red and blue color, respectively. Their corresponding
neighboring regions P̄ (i, k), P̄ (j1, k) and P̃ (j2, k, ˜̀), ˜̀ ∈
{4, 5, 6}, respectively, are also depicted. P̃ (i, k, 6) = D`des

is the desired region in which agent i needs to move at time
T by applying a decentralized control law ui(xi, xj1 , xj2).

We start by giving a graphical example for the abstraction
technique that will be adopted in this work. Consider agent
i occupying the green region P (i, k) = D`i

at time tk =
t0+kT and let its neighbors j1, j2 occupying the red and blue
regions P (j1, k) = D`j1

, P (j2, k) = D`j2
, respectively, as is

depicted in Fig. 3. The neighboring regions P̄ (i, k), P̄ (j1, k)
and P̃ (j2, k, ˜̀), ˜̀∈ {4, 5, 6} for agent i, j1, j2, respectively,
are also depicted. All the agents start their motion at time
tk simultaneously. The goal is to design a decentralized
feedback control law ui(xi, xj1 , xj2), that drives agent i in
the neighboring region D`des

exactly at time T , regardless of
the transitions of its neighbors to their neighboring regions.
If such controller exists, it is stored in the memory a new
search for the next region is performed. This procedure is
repeated for all possible neighboring regions i.e., six times,
and for all the agents. For the example of Fig. 3, the
procedure is performed 63 times (six times for each agent).
With this procedure, we are able to: 1) synchronize the agents
so that each of them knows at every time step T its position
in the workspace as well as the region that occupies; 2)
know which controller brings each agent in its desired region
for any possible choice of controllers of its corresponding
neighbors. We will hereafter present a formal approach of
this procedure. We will hereafter present a formal approach
of this procedure.

2) Decentralized Controller Specification: Consider a
time interval [tk, tk + T ]. We state here the specifications
that a decentralized feedback controller ui(xi, x̄i) needs to

guarantee so as agent i to have a well-defined transition
between two neighboring regions within the time interval
[tk, tk + T ].

(S1) The controller needs to take into consideration the
dynamics (2) and the constraints that are imposed by the
bounds of Assumption 1.

(S2) Agent i should move from one region P (i, k) ∈ D
to a neighboring region P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), without intersecting other
regions, irrespectively of which region its neighbors are
moving to. Thus, since the duration of the transition is T , it
is required that xi(tk) ∈ P (i, k), xi(tk+T ) ∈ P̃ (i, k, ˜̀) and
xi(t) ∈ P (i, k)∪P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), t ∈ (tk, tk+T ). The neighbors of
agent i will move also to exactly one of their corresponding
neighboring regions.

Remark 6. The reason for imposing the aforementioned
constraints is due to the need of imposing safety specifica-
tions to the agents. Thus, it is required to be guaranteed that
the agents will not cross more than one neighboring region
within the duration of a transition T .

3) Error Dynamics: Let us define by xi,k,˜̀,des ∈ P̃ (i, k, ˜̀)
a reference point of the desired region P̃ (i, k, `) which agent
i needs to occupy at time tk + T . Define also by:

ei(t) = xi(t)− xi,k,˜̀,des, t ∈ [tk, tk + T ], (9)

the error which the controller ui needs to guarantee to
become zero in the time interval t ∈ [tk, tk + T ]. Then,
the nominal error dynamics are given by:

ėi(t) = gi(ei(t), x̄i(t), ui(t)), t ∈ [tk, tk + T ], (10)

with initial condition ei(tk) = xi(tk)− xi,k,˜̀,des, where:

gi(ei(t), x̄i(t), ui(t)) = fi(ei(t) + xi,k,˜̀,des, x̄i(t)) + ui(t).

Property 1. According to Assumption (2), at every time
s ∈ [tk, tk + T ], with tk = t0 + kT , the error ei(s) of the
state of agent i is upper bounded by:

‖ei(s)‖ ≤ ‖ei(tk)‖+ (s− tk)(M + umax), i ∈ V. (11)

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix I.

4) State Constraints: Before defining the ROCP we state
here the state constraints that are imposed to the state of each
agent. Define the set:

Xi = {xi ∈W, x̄i ∈WNi :

‖fi(xi, x̄i)‖ ≤M, ‖xi − xj‖ < r,∀j ∈ Ni(0),

xi ∈ P (i, k) ∪ P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), ˜̀∈ L},

as the set that captures the state constraints of agent i.
The first constraint in the set X stands for the bound of
Assumption 2; the second one stands for the connectivity
requirement of agent i with all its neighbors; the last one
stands for the requirement each agent to transit from one
region to exactly one desired neighboring region. In order to
translate the constraints that are dictated for the state xi(t)
into constraints regarding the error state ei(t) from (10),
define the set Ei = Xi ⊕ (−xi,k,˜̀,des). Then, the following
implication holds: xi ∈ Xi ⇒ ei ∈ Ei.



5) Control Design: This subsection concerns the control
design regarding the transition of agent i to one neighboring
region P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), for some ˜̀ ∈ L. The abstraction design,
however, concerns all the neighboring regions P̄ (i, k), for
which we will discuss in the next subsection.

The timed sequence S consists of intervals of duration
T . Within every time interval [tk, tk + T ], each agent needs
to be at time tk in region P (i, k) and at time tk + T in a
neighboring region P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), ˜̀ ∈ L. We assume that T is
related to the sampling time h according to: T = mh,m ∈
N. Therefore, within the time interval [tk, tk+T ], there exists
m + 1 sampling times. By introducing the notation tkz ,
tk + zh,∀z ∈ M , {0, . . . ,m}, we denote by {tkz}z∈M
the sampling sequence within the interval [tk, tk + T ]. Note
that tk0 = tk and tkm = tk + T . The indexes k, z stands
for the interval and for the sampling times within this
interval, respectively. As it will be presented hereafter, at
every sampling time tkz , z ∈M, each agents solves a ROCP.

Our control design approach is based on Nonlinear Model
Predictive Control (NMPC). NMPC has been proven to
be efficient for systems with nonlinearities and state/input
constraints. For details about NMPC we refer the reader
to [41]–[50]. We propose here a sampled-data NMPC with
decreasing horizon in order to design a controller that
respects the desired specifications and guarantees the tran-
sition between regions at time T . In the proposed sampled-
data NMPC, an open-loop Robust Optimal Control Problem
(ROCP) is solved at every discrete sampling time instant
tkz , z ∈ M based on the current error state information
ei(tkz ). The solution is an optimal control signal ûi(t), for
t ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz], where Tz is defined as follows.

Definition 14. A decreasing horizon policy is defined by:

Tz = T − zh, z ∈M. (12)

This means that at every time sample tkz in which the
ROCP is solved, the horizon is decreased by a sampling
time h. The specific policy is adopted in order to enforce
the controllers ui to guarantee that agent i will reach the
desired neighboring region at time T . (12) implies also that
tkz + Tz = tk + T, ∀z ∈ M A graphical illustration of the
presented time sequences is given in Fig. 4.

The open-loop input signal is applied in between
the sampling instants and is given by the solution of
the following Robust Optimal Control Problem (ROCP):
O(k, xi(t), x̄i(t), P (i, k), ˜̀, xi,k,˜̀,des), t ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz],
which is defined as:

min
ûi(·)

Ji(ei(tkz )), ûi(·)) =

min
ûi(·)

{
Vi(êi(tkz + Tz)) +

∫ tkz+Tz

tkz

[
Fi(êi(s), ûi(s))

]
ds

}
(13a)

subject to:
˙̂ei(s) = gi(êi(s), ˆ̄xi(s), ûi(s)), êi(tkz ) = ei(tkz ), (13b)

tkz tkz+1 tkz + Tz+1 tkz + Tz

h h

Tz = T

Fig. 4: The prediction horizon of the ROCP along with the
times tkz < tkz+1

< tkz + Tz+1 < tkz +Tz , with tkz =
tkz + zh and Tkz = T − zh, z ∈M.

êi(s) ∈ Eis−tkz , ûi(s) ∈ Ui, s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz], (13c)

êi(tkz + Tz) ∈ Ei. (13d)

The ROCP has as inputs the terms k, xi(t), x̄i(t), P (i, k),˜̀, xi,k,˜̀,des, for time t ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. We will explain
hereafter all the terms appearing in the ROCP problem (13a)-
(13d). By hat (̂·) we denote the predicted variables (internal
to the controller), corresponding to the system (10) i.e., êi(·)
is the solution of (13b) driven by the control input ûi(·) :
[tkz , tkz + Tz]→ Ui with initial condition êi(tkz ) = ei(tkz ).
The set Eis−tkz is a subset of Ei and will be explicitly defined
later.

Remark 7. In sampled-data NMPC bibliography an ROCP is
defined over the time interval s ∈ {ti, ti+1 = ti+h, . . . , ti+
T}, where T is the prediction horizon. Due to the fact that
we have denoted by i the agents, and the fact that the ROCP
is solved for every time interval, we use the notation s ∈
{tkz = tk, tkz+1

= tk + h, . . . , tkz + Tz = tkz + T}, instead.
The indexes k, z stands for the interval and for the sampling
time, respectively. A graphical illustration of the presented
time sequence is given in Fig. 4.

Remark 8. Note that the predicted values are not the same
with the actual closed-loop values due to the fact that agent
i, can not know the estimation of the trajectories of its
neighbors ˆ̄x, within a predicted horizon. Thus, the term ˆ̄x
is treated as a disturbance to the nominal system (10).

The term Fi : Ei × Ui → R≥0, stands for the running
cost, and is chosen as:

Fi(ei, ui) = e>i Qiei + u>i Riui,

where Qi = diag{qi1 , qi2}, Ri = diag{ξi1 , ξi2}, with qiζ ∈
R≥0, ξiζ ∈ R>0, ζ ∈ {1, 2}. For the running cost, it holds
that Fi(0, 0) = 0, as well as:

mi‖ei‖2 ≤ Fi(ei, ui) ≤ m̄i‖ei‖2, (14)

where mi, m̄i will be defined later. Note that mi‖ei‖2 is K
function, according to Definition 2.

Lemma 1. The running cost function Fi(ei, ui) is Lipschitz
continuous in Ei × Ui, with Lipschitz constant:

LFi = 2ε̄iσmax(Qi),

where:
ε̄i = sup

ei∈Ei
{‖ei‖},



for all ei ∈ Ei, ui ∈ Ui.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix II.

Note that, according to (11), the terms ‖ei‖ are bounded,
for all i ∈ V . The terms Vi : Ei → R>0 and Ei ⊆ Ei are
the terminal penalty cost and terminal set, respectively, and
are used to enforce the stability of the system. The terminal
cost is given by:

Vi(ei(t)) = ei(t)
>Piei(t).

where Pi = diag{pi1 , pi2}, with piζ ∈ R>0, ζ ∈ {1, 2}. We
choose mi = {qi1 , qi2 , ξi1 , ξi2} and m̄i = {qi1 , qi2 , ξi1 , ξi2}.

The solution of the nominal model (10) at time s ∈
[tkz , tkz + Tz], starting at time tkz from an initial condition
ei(tkz ), applying a control input ui : [tkz , s]→ Ui is denoted
by:

ei(s;ui(·), ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz].

The predicted state of the system (10) at time s ∈ [tkz , tkz +
Tz] is denoted by:

êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz],

and it is based on the measurement of the state ei(tkz ) at
time tkz , when a control input ui(·; ei(tkz )) is applied to the
system (10) for the time period [tkz , s]. Thus, it holds that:

ei(s) = êi(s;ui(·), ei(s)), s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. (15)

The state measurement enters the system via the initial
condition of (13b) at the sampling instant, i.e. the system
model used to predict the future system behavior is initialized
by the actual system state. The solution of the ROCP (13a)-
(13d) at time tkz provides an optimal control input denoted
by û?i (t; e(tkz )), for t ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. It defines the
open-loop input that is applied to the system until the next
sampling instant tkz+1

:

ui(t; ei(ti)) = û?i (tkz ; ei(tkz )), t ∈ [tkz , tkz+1
). (16)

The corresponding optimal value function is given by:

J?i (ei(tkz )) , Ji(ei(tkz ), û
?
i (·; ei(tkz ))). (17)

with Ji(·) as is given in (13a). The control input ui(t; ei(tkz ))
is of the feedback form, since it is recalculated at each
sampling instant using the new state information. Define an
admissible control input as:

Definition 15. A control input ui : [tkz , tkz + Tz]→ R2 for
a state e(tkz ) is called admissible, if all the following hold:

1) ui(·) is piecewise continuous;
2) ui(s) ∈ Ui,∀ s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz];
3) ei(s;ui(·), e(tkz )) ∈ Ei,∀ s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz];
4) ei(Tz;ui(·), e(tkz )) ∈ Ei;

Property 2. For the given hexagonal regions with side length
R, the radius of the inscribed circle is given by rh =

√
3

2 R
(two inscribed circles for the given regions are depicted with
orange in Fig. 5). Thus, according to Fig. 5, an upper bound
of the norm of differences between the actual position xj and

••
xj(tk)

xj(tk + T )

rh

Fig. 5: Illustration of agent j occupying region P (j, k),
depicted by green, at time tk = t0 + kT along with the
regions P̄ (j, k). It is desired for agent j to move to region
P̃ (j, k, 2) at precise time T . The inscribed circle of regions
P (j, k), P̃ (j, k, 2) are depicted with dashed orange color.
The radius of the inscribed circle of the depicted hexagons
is given by r

h
=
√

3
2 R. By taking into consideration that

each agent is moving at most to one neighboring region,
according to the constraint set Xj , the following holds:
sup{‖x− y‖ : x ∈ P (j, k), y ∈ P̄ (j, k)} = 4rh = 2

√
3R.

the estimated position x̂j of the agent’s i neighbors states,
is given by:

‖xj − x̂j‖ ≤ 4rh = 2
√

3R, j ∈ Ni, (18)

due to the fact that each agent can transit at most to a
neighboring region, according to the constraint set Xi.

Lemma 2. In view of Assumptions 2, 3, the
difference between the actual measurement ei(s) =
ei(s;ui(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) at time s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz] and
the predicted state êi(s;ui(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) at the same
time under the same control law ui(s; ei(tkz )), starting at
the same initial state ei(tkz ), is upper bounded by:

‖ei(s)− êi(s;ui(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz ))‖ ≤ ρi(s− tkz ), (19)

where ρi : R≥0 → R, with:

ρi(y) = min
{
ρ̃i
[
eLiy − 1

]
,

2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2y(M + umax)
}
, (20)

and

ρ̃i =
2
√

3RL̄iNi
Li

. (21)

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix III.

The satisfaction of the constraint on the state along the
prediction horizon depends on the future evolution of the
neighboring agents trajectories. Under Assumptions (3), (2)
of Lipschitz continuity and bounds of the nominal model,
respectively, it is possible to compute a bound on the future
effect of the disturbance on the system as is given by Lemma
2. Then, by considering this effect on the state constraint on
the nominal prediction, it is possible to guarantee that the



evolution of the real state of the system will be admissible
all the time. In view of latter, the state constraint set E
of the standard NMPC formulation, is being replaced by a
restricted constrained set Eis−tkz ⊆ Ei in (13c). This state
constraint’s tightening for the nominal system (10) is a key
ingredient of the robust NMPC controller and guarantees
that the evolution of the real system will be admissible.
Authors in [50], [51] has considered such a Robust NMPC
formulation. The restricted constrained set is then defined as
Eis−tkz = Ei ∼ Bis−tkz , where:

Bis−tkz ={
ei ∈ R2 : ‖ei(s)‖ ≤ ρi(s− ti)

}
, s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz].

Property 3. For every s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz], we have that if

êi(s;ui(s; e(tkz )), ei(tkz )) ∈ Eis−tkz = Ei ∼ Bis−tkz ⊆ Ei,

then the real state satisfies the constraint Ei, i.e., ei(s) ∈ Ei.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix IV.

For the feasibility and convergence proofs of the ROCP
the following assumptions are required.

Assumption 5. Assume that there exists a local stabilizing
controller uf,i = κi(ei) ∈ Ui satisfying:

∂Vi
∂ei

[gi(ei, x̄i, κi(ei))]+Fi(ei, κi(ei)) ≤ 0,∀ ei ∈ Φi, (22)

where Φi is a set given by:

Φi , {ei ∈ R2 : Vi(ei) ≤ α1,i}, α1,i > 0,

such that:

Φi ⊆ Ei , {ei ∈ EiTz : κi(ei) ∈ Ui},

where EiTz = Ei ∼ BiTz .

Lemma 3. The terminal penalty function Vi(·) is Lipschitz
in Φi, with Lipschitz constant LV,i = 2σmax(Pi)

√
α1,i

λmin(Pi)
,

for all ei(t) ∈ Φi.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix V.

Once the set Φi is computed, the terminal constraint set
Ei is given by the following. Supposing that Assumption
5 holds. Then, by choosing: Ei = {ei ∈ R2 : ‖ei‖ ≤√

α2,i

λmin(Pi)
< rh}, with α2,i ∈ (0, α1,i), we guarantee the

following: 1) Ei ⊆ P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), i.e. the terminal set is a subset
of the desired neighboring region; 2) for all ei ∈ Φi it holds
that gi(ei, κi(ei)) ∈ Ei.

The following two lemmas are required in order to prove
the basic Theorem or this paper.

Lemma 4. Let s ≥ tkz+1
, x ∈ Eis−tkz and y ∈ R2 such

that: ‖x − y‖ ≤ ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) = ρi(h), as ρi is given in

Lemma 2. Then, it holds that y ∈ Eis−tkz+1
.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix VI.

Lemma 5. Let s ≥ tkz . The difference between two estimated
trajectories êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz+1

)), êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz )) at time

s, starting from from initial points tkz+1
, tkz , respectively,

under the same control input ui(·), is upper bounded by:

‖êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz+1
))− êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖ ≤

ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) = ρi(h). (23)

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix VII.

Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-5 hold. If the ROCP
is feasible at time tk, then, the closed loop system (10) of
agent i, under the control input (16), starting its motion at
time tk = t0 + kT from region P (i, k), is Input to State
Stable (ISS) (for ISS see [27]) and its trajectory converges
to the admissible positively invariant terminal set Ei exactly
at time tk + T , if it holds that ρi(Tz) ≤ ρ̄i , α1,1−α2,i

LVi
.

Proof. The proof consists of two parts: in the first part
it is established that initial feasibility implies feasibility
afterwards. Based on this result it is then shown that the
error ei(t) converges to the terminal set Ei. The feasibility
analysis as well as the convergence analysis can be found in
Appendix VIII.

Assumption 5 is common in the NMPC literature. Many
methodologies on how to compute Φi and controllers uf,i =
κi(ei), if they exist, have been proposed. We refer the reader
to [44], [52]. Regarding the initial feasibility, numerical tools
(e.g. [46]) can be utilized in order to solve the ROCP and
check if the problem is feasible at time tk = tkz .

Remark 9. The term ρ̄i, i ∈ V gives an upper bound on
the deviation of the trajectories of the neighboring agents of
agent i from their real values. If this bound is satisfied, agent
i can transit between the corresponding two neighboring
regions, provided the ROCP is feasible at tkz .

Remark 10. It should be noted that, due to the non-
linear coupling terms fi(xi, x̄i), the desired connectivity
specifications and the bounds of Assumption 2, some of
the ROCPs for k ∈ N might not have a feasible solu-
tion. Let i′ ∈ V, k′ ∈ N, ˜̀′ ∈ L represent an agent i′

that at time step tk′ = t0 + k′T is desired to transit
from region P (i′, k′) to region P̃ (i′, k′, ˜̀′). If the ROCP
O(k′, xi′(t), x̄i′(t), P (i′, k′), ˜̀′, xi′,k′,˜̀′,des), t ∈ [tk′z , tk′z +
Tz], has no solution, then there does not exist admissible
controller that can drive agent i′ from P (i′, k′) to region
P̃ (i′, k′, ˜̀′). Our goal, through the proposed approach, is to
seek all the possible solutions of the ROCP, which implies
to seek for all possible transitions that will form later the
individual WTS Ti of each agent. In this way, the resulting
WTS Ti will capture the coupling dynamics (2) and the
transition possibilities of agent i in the best possible way.

6) Generating the WTSs: Each agent i ∈ V solves the
ROCP 13a-13d for every time interval [tkz , tkz +Tz], k ∈ N,
for all the desired neighboring regions P̃ (i, k, ˜̀), ˜̀∈ L. This
procedure is performed by off-line simulation, i.e., at each
sampling time tkz , z ∈M, each agent exchanges information
about its new state with its neighbors and simulates the



Algorithm 1 CreateTransitionRelation(·)
1: Input: i, xi(t0), x̄i(t0);
2: Output: Transit; . Matrix with regions\control inputs;
3:
4: Transit← zeros(|I|, 6); k = 0; Flag = False;
5: List← {Point2Region(xi(t0))}; . Initialize
6: while List 6= ∅ do
7: for p ∈ List do . p is a region of the List;
8: for ˜̀∈ L do
9: t← Sampling(tk, tk + T );

10: for tkz ∈ t, z ∈M do
11: (u?i )kz ← OptSolve(k, xi(t), x̄i(t), p, ˜̀);
12: UpdateStates(xi, x̄i);
13: if (u?i )kz = ∅ then . @ controller;
14: Flag = True; . search next region;
15: break;
16: end if
17: end for
18: if Flag = False then
19: u?i ← {(u?i )kz}z∈M . ui found
20: Transit(p, ˜̀)← u?i ;
21: List← List ∪ P̃ (i, k, ˜̀)
22: else
23: Flag = False;
24: end if
25: end for
26: List← List\p;
27: k = k + 1;
28: end for
29: end while

dynamics (10). Between the sampling times the estimation
ˆ̄xi is considered to be a disturbance, as discussed earlier.

Algorithm 1 provides the off-line procedure in order to
generate the transition relation for each agent. At time t0
each agent i calls the algorithm in order to compute all
possible admissible controllers to all possible neighboring
regions of the workspace. The term Transit, which is the
output of the algorithm, is a matrix of control input sequences
for all pairs of neighboring regions in the workspace, ini-
tialized at sequences of zeros. The function Point2Region(·)
maps the point xi(tk) to the corresponding region of the
workspace. The function Sampling(·) takes as input the
interval [tk, tk + T ] and returns the m + 1 samples of this
interval. The notation (u?i )kz stands for the z-th element of
the vector (u?i ). The function OptSolve(k, xi(t), x̄i(t), p, ˜̀)
(i) solves the ROCP and the function UpdateStates(xi, x̄i)
updates the states of agent i and its neighbors after every
sampling time. If the OptSolve function does not return a
solution, then there does not exist an admissible control input
that can drive agent i to the desired neighboring region. After
utilizing Algorithm 1, the WTS of each agent is defined as
follows:

Definition 16. The motion of each agent i ∈ V in the
workspace is modeled by the WTS Ti = (Si, Sinit

i , Acti,

−→i, di, Σi, Li) where: Si = {D`}`∈I is the set of states
of each agent; Sinit

i = P (i, 0) ⊆ Si is a set of initial states
defined by the agents’ initial positions xi(t0) ∈ P (i, 0) in
the workspace; Acti is the set of actions containing the
union of all the admissible control inputs ui ∈ Ui that are a
feasible solution to the ROCP and can drive agent i between
neighboring regions; −→i⊆ Si ×Acti × Si is the transition
relation. We say that (P (i, k), ui, P̃ (i, k, ˜̀)) ∈−→i, k ∈
N, ˜̀ ∈ L if there exist an admissible controller ui ∈ Acti
which at step k drives the agent i from the region P (i, k) to
the desired region P̃ (i, k, ˜̀). Algorithm 1 gives the steps how
the transition relation can be constructed. di :−→i→ R≥0,
is a map that assigns a positive weight (duration) to each
transition. The duration of each transition is exactly equal to
T ; Σi, is the set of atomic propositions; Li : Si → 2Σi , is
the labeling function.

The individual WTSs of the agents will allow us to work
directly in the discrete level and design sequences of con-
trollers that solve Problem 1. Every WTS Ti, i ∈ V generates
timed runs and timed words of the form rti = (ri(0), τi(0))
(ri(1), τi(1)) . . ., wti = (wi(0), τi(0)) (wi(1), τi(1)) . . ., re-
spectively, over the set 2Σi with wi(µ) = Li(ri(µ)), τi(µ) =
µT, ∀ µ ≥ 0. The transition relation −→i along with the
output of the Algorithm 1, i.e, Transit(·), allows each agent
to have all the necessary information in order to be able
to make a decentralized plan in the discrete level that is
presented hereafter. The relation between the timed words
that are generated by the WTSs Ti, i ∈ V with the timed
service words produced by the trajectories xi(t), i ∈ V, t ≥ 0
is provided through the following remark:

Remark 11. By construction, each timed word produced
by the WTS Ti is a relaxed timed word associated with the
trajectory xi(t) of the system (2). Hence, if we find a timed
word of Ti satisfying a formula ϕi given in MITL, we also
find for each agent i a desired timed word of the original
system, and hence trajectories xi(t) that are a solution to
the Problem 1. Therefore, the produced timed words of Ti
are compliant with the relaxed timed words of the trajectories
xi(t).

B. Controller Synthesis

The proposed controller synthesis procedure is described
with the following steps:

1) N TBAs Ai, i ∈ V that accept all the timed runs satis-
fying the corresponding specification formulas ϕi, i ∈
V are constructed.

2) A Büchi WTS T̃i = Ti ⊗ Ai (see Def. 17 below)
is constructed for every i ∈ V . The accepting runs
of T̃i are the individual runs of Ti that satisfy the
corresponding MITL formula ϕi, i ∈ V .

3) The abstraction procedure allows to find an explicit
feedback law for each transition in Ti. Therefore, an
accepting run r̃ti in Ti that takes the form of a sequence
of transitions is realized in the system in (2) via the
corresponding sequence of feedback laws.
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Fig. 6: A graphic illustration of the proposed framework.

Definition 17. Given a WTS Ti = (Si, S
init
i , Acti,−→i

, di,Σi, Li), and a TBA Ai = (Qi, Q
init
i , Ci, Invi, Ei, Fi,

Σi,Li) with |Ci| clocks and let Cmax
i be the largest constant

appearing in Ai. Then, we define their Büchi WTS T̃i =
Ti ⊗Ai = (S̃i, S̃

init
i , Ãcti, i, d̃i, F̃i,Σi, L̃i) as follows:

• S̃i ⊆ {(si, qi) ∈ Si ×Qi : Li(si) = Li(qi)} × T|Ci|∞ .
• S̃init

i = Sinit
i ×Qinit

i × {0}|Ci|.
• Ãcti = Acti.
• (q̃, acti, q̃

′) ∈ i iff
◦ q̃ = (s, q, ν1, . . . , ν|Ci|) ∈ S̃i,
q̃′ = (s′, q′, ν′1, . . . , ν

′
|Ci|) ∈ S̃i,

◦ acti ∈ Acti,
◦ (s, acti, s

′) ∈−→i, and
◦ there exists γ,R, such that (q, γ,R, q′) ∈ Ei,
ν1, . . . , ν|Ci| |= γ, ν′1, . . . , ν

′
|Ci| |= Invi(q

′), and
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Ci|}

ν′i =


0, if ci ∈ R
νi + di(s, s

′), if ci 6∈ R and
νi + di(s, s

′) ≤ Cmax
i

∞, otherwise.

Then, d̃i(q̃, q̃′) = di(s, s
′).

• F̃i = {(si, qi, ν1, . . . , ν|Ci|) ∈ Qi : qi ∈ Fi}.
• L̃i(si, qi, ν1, . . . , ν|Ci|) = Li(si).

Each Büchi WTS T̃i, i ∈ V is in fact a WTS with a Büchi
acceptance condition F̃i. A timed run of T̃i can be written
as r̃ti = (qi(0), τi(0))(qi(1), τi(1)) . . . using the terminology
of Def. 10. It is accepting if qi(µ) ∈ F̃i for infinitely many

j ≥ 0. An accepting timed run of T̃i projects onto a timed
run of Ti that satisfies the local specification formula ϕi by
construction. Formally, the following lemma, whose proof
follows directly from the construction and and the principles
of automata-based LTL model checking (see, e.g., [53]),
holds:

Lemma 6. Consider an accepting timed run r̃ti =
(qi(0), τi(0))(qi(1), τi(1)) . . . of the Büchi WTS T̃i defined
above, where qi(µ) = (ri(µ), si(µ), νi,1, . . . , νi,|Ci|) denotes
a state of T̃i, for all µ ≥ 0. The timed run r̃ti projects
onto the timed run rti = (ri(0), τi(0))(ri(1), τi(1)) . . .
of the WTS Ti that produces the timed word w(rti) =
(Li(ri(0)), τi(0))(Li(ri(1)), τi(1)) . . . accepted by the TBA
Ai via its run χi = si(0)si(1) . . .. Vice versa, if there
exists a timed run rti = (ri(0), τi(0))(ri(1), τi(1)) . . .
of the WTS Ti that produces a timed word w(rti) =
(Li(ri(0)), τi(0))(Li(ri(1)), τi(1)) . . . accepted by the TBA
Ai via its run χi = si(0)si(1) . . . then there exist the
accepting timed run r̃ti = (qi(0), τi(0))(qi(1), τi(1)) . . . of
T̃i, where qi(z) denotes (ri(z), si(z), νi,1, . . . , νi,|Ci|) in T̃i.

The proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 6. The dy-
namics (2) of each agent i is abstracted into a WTS Ti
(orange rectangles). Then the product between each WTS
Ti and the TBA Ai is computed according to Def. 17. The
TBA Ai accepts all the words that satisfy the formula ϕi
(blue rectangles). For every Büchi WTS T̃i the controller
synthesis procedure that was described in this Section (red
rectangles) is performed and a sequence of accepted runs
{r̃t1, . . . , r̃tN} is designed. Every accepted run r̃ti maps into a
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Fig. 7: Evolution of the agent’s trajectories up to time 6T
in the workspace W . Each point-to-point transition has time
duration T = 3. The depicted timed runs with red, green
and magenta, of agents 1, 2 and 3, satisfy the formulas ϕ1,
ϕ2 and ϕ3, respectively, while the agents remain connected.

decentralized controller ui(t) which is a solution to Problem
1.

Proposition 1. The solution that we obtain from Steps 1-
5, if one found, gives a sequence of controllers u1, . . . , uN
that guarantees the satisfaction of the formulas formulas
ϕ1, . . . , ϕN of the agents 1, . . . , N respectively, governed
by dynamics as in (2). Thus, we solved Problem 1.

C. Complexity

In the proposed abstraction technique 6N MPC opti-
mization problems are solved for every time interval t ∈
[tk, tk + T ]. Assume that the desired horizon for the system
to run is M steps i.e. the timed sequence S is written as:
S = {t0, t1 = t0 + T, . . . , tM = t0 + MT}. Then the
complexity of the abstraction is M6N . As for the controller
synthesis framework now we have the following. Denote by
|ϕ| the length of an MITL formula ϕ. A TBA Ai, i ∈ V
can be constructed in space and time 2O(|ϕi)|, i ∈ V (O
stands for the “big O” from complexity theory). Let ϕmax =
max{|ϕi}, i ∈ V be the MITL formula with the longest
length. Then, the complexity of Step 1 is 2O(|ϕmax)|. The
model checking of Step 2 costs O(|Ti|2|ϕi|), i ∈ V where
|Ti| is the length of the WTS Ti i.e., the number of its states.
Thus, O(|Ti|2|ϕi|) = O(|Si|2|ϕi|) = O(|I|2|ϕi|), where |I| is
the number of cells of the cell decomposition D. The worst
case of Step 2 costs O(|I|2|ϕmax|) due to the fact that all
WTSs Ti, i ∈ I have the same number of states. Therefore,
the complexity of the total framework is O(M |I|6N2|ϕmax|).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For a simulation example, a system of three agents with
xi ∈ R2, i ∈ V = {1, 2, 3}, N1 = {2, 3} N2 = {1, 3}, N3

= {1, 1} is considered. The workspace W = [−10, 10] ×
[−10, 10] ⊆ R2 is decomposed into hexagonal regions with
R = 1, rh =

√
3

2 , which are depicted in Fig. 7. The initial
agents’ positions are set to x1(0) = (0, 10rh), x2(0) =

(−6,−8rh) and x3(0) = (7.5,−7rh). The sensing radius
is r = 18. The dynamics are set to: ẋ1 = −2x1 +x2 +x3−
sin2(x1−x2)+u1, ẋ2 = −2x2+x1+x3−sin2(x2−x1)+u2

and ẋ3 = −2x3 +x1 +x2 +u3. The time step is T = 3. The
specification formulas are set to ϕ1 = ♦[15,27]{red}, ϕ2 =
♦[7.5,22]{green}, ϕ3 = ♦[0,19]{grey} respectively. We set:
Qi, Pi, Ri = I2,∀i ∈ V . Fig. 7 shows a sequence of
transitions for agents 1, 2 and 3 which form the accepting
timed words r̃t1, r̃t2 and r̃t3, respectively. Every timed word
maps to a sequence of admissible control inputs for each
agent, which is the outcome of solving the ROCPs. The
agents remain connected for all t ∈ [0, 6T ]. The simulations
were carried out in MATLAB Environment by using the
NMPC toolbox [46], on a desktop with 8 cores, 3.60GHz
CPU and 16GB of RAM.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A systematic method of both decentralized abstractions
and controller synthesis of a general class of coupled multi-
agent systems has been proposed in which timed tempo-
ral specifications are imposed to the system. The solution
involves a repetitive solving of an ROCP for every agent
and for every desired region in order to build decentralized
Transition Systems that are then used in the derivation of the
controllers that satisfy the timed temporal formulas. Future
work includes further computational improvement of the
proposed decentralized abstraction method.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF PROPERTY 1

Proof. By integrating (2) in the time interval s ∈ [tk, tk+T ]
and taking the norms, we get:

‖ei(t)‖ =

∥∥∥∥ei(tk) +

∫ t

tk

[gi(xi(s), x̄i(s), ui(s))] ds

∥∥∥∥
≤ ‖ei(tk)‖+

∥∥∥∥∫ t

tk

[fi(ei(s), x̄i(s)) + ui(s)] ds

∥∥∥∥
≤ ‖ei(tk)‖+

∫ t

tk

‖fi(ei(s), x̄i(s) + ui(s)‖ ds

≤ ‖ei(tk)‖+

∫ t

tk

{
‖fi(ei(s), x̄i(s)‖+ ‖ui(s)‖

}
ds

≤ ‖ei(tk)‖+

∫ t

tk

(M + umax)ds

= ‖ei(tk)‖+ (t− tk)(M + umax),

which concludes the proof.

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Proof. For every e1, e2 ∈ Ei, u ∈ Ui, i ∈ V , the following
holds:

|Fi(e1, u)− Fi(e2, u)| =
‖e>1 Qie1 + u>Riu− e>2 Qie2 − u>Riu|



= |e>1 Qie1 − e>2 Qie2|
= |e>1 Qie1 + e>1 Qie2 − e>1 Qie2 − e>2 Qie2|
= |e>1 Qi(e1 − e2)− e>2 Qi(e1 − e2)|
≤ |e>1 Qi(e1 − e2)|+ |e>2 Qi(e1 − e2)|. (24)

By employing the property that:

|x>Ay| ≤ σmax(A)‖x‖‖y‖,∀ x, y ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rn×n, (25)

(24) is written as:

|Fi(e1, u)− Fi(e2, u)| ≤ σmax(Qi)‖e1‖‖e1 − e2‖
+ σmax(Qi)‖e2‖‖e1 − e2‖

= σmax(Qi)(‖e1‖+ ‖e2‖)‖e1 − e2‖

= σmax(Qi)

[
sup

e1,e2∈Ei
{‖e1‖+ ‖e2‖}

]
‖e1 − e2‖

= 2σmax(Qi)

[
sup
ei∈Ei

{‖e‖}
]
‖e1 − e2‖

= [2ε̄iσmax(Qi)] ‖e1 − e2‖.

which completes the proof.

APPENDIX III
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Proof. Let us denote by:

ui(·) , ui(s; e(tkz )),
ei(s) , ei(s;ui(·), ei(tkz )).

the control input and real trajectory of the system (2) for
s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. Also, denote for sake of simplicity:

êi(s) , êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz )).

the corresponding estimated trajectory. By integrating (2),
(13b) for the time interval [tkz , tkz+s] we have the following:

ei(s) = ei(tkz ) +

∫ s

tkz

[gi(ei(s
′), x̄i(s

′), ui(·))] ds′,

êi(s) = ei(tkz ) +

∫ s

tkz

[
gi(êi(s

′), ˆ̄xi(s
′), ui(·))

]
ds′,

respectively. Then, we have that:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖

=

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ s

tkz

[g(ei(s
′), x̄i(s

′), ui(·))] ds′−∫ s

tkz

[
g(êi(s

′), ˆ̄xi(s
′), ui(·))

]
ds′

∥∥∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ s

tkz

[
f(ei(s

′), x̄i(s
′)) + ui(s

′)

− f(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′))− ui(s′)
]
ds′

∥∥∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ s

tkz

[
f(ei(s

′), x̄i(s
′))− f(êi(s

′), ˆ̄xi(s
′))
]
ds′

∥∥∥∥∥
≤
∫ s

tkz

∥∥∥f(ei(s
′), x̄i(s

′))− f(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′))
∥∥∥ds′

=

∫ s

tkz

∥∥∥f(ei(s
′), x̄i(s

′))− f(êi(s
′), x̄i(s

′))

+ f(êi(s
′), x̄i(s

′))− f(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′))
∥∥∥ds′

≤
∫ s

tkz

∥∥∥f(ei(s
′), x̄i(s

′))− f(êi(s
′), x̄i(s

′))
∥∥ds′

+

∫ s

tkz

∥∥∥f(êi(s
′), x̄i(s

′))− f(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′))
∥∥∥ds′.

By using the bounds of (4a)-(4b) we obtain:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖

≤
∫ s

tkz

Li
∥∥ei(s′)− êi(s′)∥∥ds′

+

∫ s

tkz

L̄i
∥∥x̄i(s′)− ˆ̄xi(s

′)
∥∥ds′. (26)

The following property holds:

‖x̄i − ˆ̄xi‖ ≤
∑
j∈Ni

‖xj − x̂j‖,∀i ∈ V, j ∈ Ni.

Then, by combining the last inequality with (18) from
Property 2, we have that:

‖x̄i − ˆ̄xi‖ ≤
∑
j∈Ni

2
√

3R = 2
√

3RNi,∀i ∈ V, j ∈ Ni.

By combining the last result with (26) we get:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖ ≤∫ s

tkz

Li
∥∥ei(s′)− êi(s′)∥∥ds′ + ∫ s

tkz

L̄i2
√

3RNids
′

=

∫ s

tkz

Li
∥∥ei(s′)− êi(s′)∥∥ds′ + 2

√
3RL̄iNi(s− tkz ).

(27)

By employing the Gronwall-Bellman inequality from [26],
(27) becomes:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖

≤ 2
√

3RLiL̄iNi

∫ s

tkz

(s′ − tkz ) exp

[∫ s

s′
Lids

′′
]
ds′

+ 2
√

3RL̄iNi(s− tkz )

= 2
√

3RLiL̄iNi

∫ s

tkz

(s′ − tkz ) exp [Li(−s′ + s)] ds′

+ 2
√

3RL̄iNi(s− tkz )
= −2

√
3RL̄iNi(s− tkz ) + 2

√
3RL̄iNi(s− tkz )

+ 2
√

3RL̄iNi

∫ s

tkz

exp [Li(−s′ + s)] ds′

= 2
√

3RL̄iNi

∫ s

tkz

exp [Li(−s′ + s)] ds′

= −2
√

3RL̄iNi
Li

[
1− eLi(s−tkz )

]
=

2
√

3RL̄iNi
Li

[
eLi(s−tkz ) − 1

]
. (28)



By employing (11) of Property 1 for the terms e(s), ê(s) we
have that:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖ ≤ ‖ei(s)‖+ ‖êi(s)‖
≤ ‖ei(tkz ;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖+ (s− tkz )(M + umax)+

‖êi(tkz ;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖+ (s− tkz )(M + umax)

≤ 2‖ei(tkz ;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖+ 2(s− tkz )(M + umax)

= 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz )(M + umax). (29)

By combining (28), (29) we get:

‖ei(s)− êi(s)‖ ≤ min
{2
√

3RL̄iNi
Li

[
eLi(s−tkz ) − 1

]
,

2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz )(M + umax)
}
.

which leads to the conclusion of the proof.

APPENDIX IV
PROOF OF PROPERTY 3

Proof. Let s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. Let us also define:

zi(s) , ei(s)− êi(s;ui(s; e(tkz )), ei(tkz )).

Then, according to Lemma 2, for s ∈ [tkz , tkz +Tz], we get:

‖zi(s)‖ = ‖ei(s)− êi(s;ui(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz ))‖
≤ ρi(s− tkz ).

Hence, zi ∈ Bis−tkz , which implies that: −zi ∈ Bis−tkz . The
following implications hold:

êi(s;ui(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) ∈ Ei ∼ Bis−tkz
⇒ ei(s)− zi ∈ E ∼ Bis−tkz

⇒ ei(s) + (−zi) ∈ E ∼ Bis−tkz
⇒ ei(s) ∈ Ei,∀ s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz],

which concludes the proof.

APPENDIX V
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Proof. For every ei ∈ Φi we have that:

Vi(ei) ≤ α1,i ⇒ e>i Piei ≤ α1,i

⇒ λmin(Pi)‖ei‖2 ≤ e>i Piei ≤ α1,i

⇒ ‖ei‖ ≤
√

α1,i

λmin(Pi)
. (30)

For every e1, e2 ∈ Φi, it also holds:

|Vi(e1)− Vi(e2)| = |e>1 Pie1 − e>2 Pie2|
= |e>1 Pie1 + e>1 Pie2 − e>1 Pie2 − e>2 Pie2|
= |e>1 Pi(e1 − e2)− e>2 Pi(e1 − e2)|
≤ |e>1 Pi(e1 − e2)|+ |e>2 Pi(e1 − e2)|,

which by using (25) leads to:

|Vi(e1)− Vi(e2)| ≤ σmax(Pi)‖e1‖‖e1 − e2‖
+ σmax(Pi)‖e2‖‖e1 − e2‖

= σmax(Pi)(‖e1‖+ ‖e2‖)‖e1 − e2‖,

which by employing (30), becomes:

|Vi(e1)− Vi(e2)| ≤ σmax(Pi)‖e1‖‖e1 − e2‖
+ σmax(Pi)‖e2‖‖e1 − e2‖

= σmax(Pi)(‖e1‖+ ‖e2‖)‖e1 − e2‖

≤ 2σmax(Pi)

√
α1

λmin(Pi)
‖e1 − e2‖,

which completes the proof.

APPENDIX VI
PROOF OF LEMMA 4

Proof. For every s ≥ tkz+1
, Lg > 0 the following inequality

holds:[
eLg(tkz+1

−tkz ) − 1
]
+
[
eLg(s−tkz+1

) − 1
]
≤
[
eLg(s−tkz ) − 1

]
,

which implies that:

ρ̃i

[
eLg(tkz+1

−tkz ) − 1
]

+ ρ̃i

[
eLg(s−tkz+1

) − 1
]

≤ ρ̃i
[
eLg(s−tkz ) − 1

]
. (31)

It holds also that:

tkz+1
− tkz + s− tkz+1

≤ s− tkz
⇔ 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(tkz+1

− tkz )(M + umax)

+ 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz+1
)(M + umax) ≤

2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz )(M + umax). (32)

By setting:

A1 = ρ̃i

[
eLg(tkz+1

−tkz ) − 1
]
,

A2 = ρ̃i

[
eLg(s−tkz+1

) − 1
]
,

A3 = ρ̃i

[
eLg(s−tkz ) − 1

]
,

B1 = 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(tkz+1
− tkz )(M + umax),

B2 = 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz+1
)(M + umax),

B3 = 2‖ei(tkz )‖+ 2(s− tkz )(M + umax),

and taking account (31), (32) we get:

ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) + ρi(s− tkz+1

)

≤ min{A1, B1}+ min{B1, B2}
≤ min{A1 +A2, B1 +B2}
≤ min{A3, B3}
= ρi(s− tkz ),

or:

ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) + ρi(s− tkz+1

) ≤ ρi(s− tkz ). (33)

Let us consider φ ∈ Bis−tkz+1
. Then, it holds ‖φ‖ ≤ ρi(s−

tkz+1
). Let us denote z = x− y + φ. It is clear that:

‖z‖ ≤ ‖x− y + φ‖
≤ ‖x− y‖+ ‖φ‖
≤ ρi(tkz+1

− tkz ) + ρi(s− tkz+1
). (34)



By employing (33), (34) becomes:

‖z‖ ≤ ρi(s− tkz ),

which implies that z ∈ Bis−tkz . We have that:

x+ (−z) = y + (−φ),

x ∈ Es−tkz = E ∼ Bs−tkz ,
−z ∈ Bis−tkz ,
−ρ ∈ Bis−tkz+1

,

which implies that y ∈ Es−tkz+1
= E ∼ Bs−tkz+1

.

APPENDIX VII
PROOF OF LEMMA 5

Proof. Let s ≥ tkz . The following equalities hold:

‖êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz+1
))− êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖

=

∥∥∥∥∥êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz+1
)) +

∫ s

tkz+1

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ui(·))ds′

− êi(tkz ;ui(·), ei(tkz ))−
∫ s

tkz

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ui(·)))ds

∥∥∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥ei(tkz+1
)− ei(tkz )−

∫ s

tkz

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ui(·))ds′

−
∫ tkz+1

s

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ui(·))ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

=

∥∥∥∥∥ei(tkz+1
)− ei(tkz )−

∫ tkz+1

tkz

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ui(·))ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

=

∥∥∥∥∥ei(tkz+1
)− ei(tkz )−

∫ tkz+1

tkz

d

dt
[êi(s

′;ui(·), ei(tkz )] ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− ei(tkz )− ê(tkz+1
;u(·), ei(tkz ))

+ êi(tkz ;ui(·), ei(tkz ))
∥∥

=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− ei(tkz )− ê(tkz+1
;u(·), ei(tkz )) + ei(tkz )

∥∥
=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− êi(tkz+1
;ui(·), ei(tkz ))

∥∥ ,
which, by employing Lemma 2 for s = tkz+1

, becomes:

‖êi(s;u(·), ei(tkz+1
))− êi(s;ui(·), ei(tkz ))‖ ≤
ρi(tkz+1

− tkz ) = ρi(h),

since tkz+1
− tkz = h, which concludes the proof.

APPENDIX VIII
FEASIBILITY AND CONVERGENCE

Proof. The proof consists of two parts: in the first part
it is established that initial feasibility implies feasibility
afterwards. Based on this result it is then shown that the
error ei(t) converges to the terminal set Ei.

Feasibility Analysis: Consider any sampling time instant
for which a solution exists, say tkz . In between tkz and tkz+1

,
the optimal control input û?i (s; ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz , tkz+1

) is
implemented. The remaining part of the optimal control input
û?i (s; ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + Tz], satisfies the state and

input constraints Ei,Ui, respectively. Furthermore, since the
problem is feasible at time tkz , it holds that:

êi(s; û
?(s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) ∈ Eis−tkz , (35a)

êi(tkz + T ; û?i (s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) ∈ Ei, (35b)

for s ∈ [tkz , tkz + Tz]. By using Property 1, (35a) implies
also that ei(s; û?i (s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz )) ∈ Ei. We know also
from Assumption 5 that for all ei ∈ Ei, there exists at least
one control input uf,i(·) that renders the set Ei invariant
over h. Picking any such input, a feasible control input
ūi(·; ei(tkz+1

)), at time instant tkz+1
, may be the following:

ūi(s; e(tkz+1
)) ={

û?i (s; ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz+1
, tkz + Tz+1],

uf,i(tkz + Tz+1; û
?(·), e(ti))), s ∈ [tkz + Tz+1, tkz + Tz].

(36)

For the time intervals it holds that (see Fig. 4):

tkz + Tz+1 = tkz + Tz − h = tkz + T − h.

For the feasibility of the ROCP, we have to prove the
following three statements for every s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + Tz]:
1) ūi(s; e(tkz+1

)) ∈ Ui.
2) êi(tkz + Tz; ū(s; e(tkz+1

)), e(tkz+1
)) ∈ Ei.

3) êi(s; ūi(s; e(tkz+1
)), e(tkz+1

)) ∈ Eis−tkz+1
.

Statement 1: From the feasibility of û?i (s, e(tkz )) and the
fact that uf,i(ei(·)) ∈ Ui, for all ei(·) ∈ Φi, it follows that:

ūi(s; ei(tkz+1
)) ∈ Ui,∀ s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + Tz].

Statement 2: We need to prove in this step that for
every s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + Tz] it holds that êi(tkz +
Tz; ūi(s; ei(tkz+1

))), ei(tkz+1
)) ∈ Ei. Since Vi(·) is Lipschitz

continuous, we get:

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
)))−

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz ))) ≤
LVi‖êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1

))

− ê(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), e(tkz ))‖. (37)

for the same control input ūi(·) = u?i (s; ei(tkz )). By em-
ploying Lemma 5 for α = tkz + Tz+1 and u(·) = ūi(·) =
u?i (s; ei(tkz )), we have that:

‖êi(tkz + Tz; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))

− êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), e(tkz ))‖ ≤ ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) = ρi(h).

(38)

Note also that for the function ρi(·) the following implication
holds:

h ≤ Tz ⇒ ρi(h) ≤ ρi(Tz).

By employing the latter result, (38) becomes:

‖êi(tkz + Tz; ūi(·), ei(ti+1))

− êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), e(tkz ))‖ ≤ ρi(h) ≤ ρi(Tz). (39)



By combining (39) and (37) we get:

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
)))−

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz ))) ≤ LViρi(Tz),

or equivalently:

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))) ≤

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz ))) + LViρi(Tz). (40)

By using (35b), we have that êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz )) ∈
Ei. Then, (40) gives:

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))) ≤ α2,i + LViρi(Tz)

(41)

From (??) of the Theorem 1, we get equivalently:

ρi(Tz) ≤
α1,1 − α2,i

LVi
⇔α2,i + LViρi(Tz) ≤ α1,i. (42)

By combining (41) and (42), we get:

Vi(êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))) ≤ α1,i,

which, from Assumption 5, implies that:

êi(tkz + Tz+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
)) ∈ Φi. (43)

But since ūi(·) is chosen to be local admissible controller
from Assumption 5, according to our choice of terminal set
Ei, (43) leads to:

êi(tkz + Tz; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
)) ∈ Ei.

Thus, statement 2 holds.
Statement 3: By employing Lemma 5 for:

x = êi(s; ūi(s; e(tkz )), e(tkz )) ∈ Eis−ti ,
y = êi(s; ūi(s; e(tkz+1

)), e(tkz+1
)),

we get that:

‖y − x‖ = ‖ê(s; ū(s; e(ti+1)), e(ti+1))

− ê(s; ū(s; e(ti)), e(ti)) ∈ Es−ti‖ ≤ ρi(h).

Furthermore, by employing Lemma 4 for s ∈ [tkz+1
, tkz +

Tz] and the same x, y as previously we get that y =
êi(s; ū(s; ei(tkz+1

)), e(tkz+1
)) ∈ Eis−tkz+1

, which according
to Property 1, implies that ei(s; ūi(s; ei(tkz+1

)), ei(tkz+1
)) ∈

Ei. Thus, Statement 3 holds. Hence, the feasibility at time
tkz implies feasibility at time tkz+1

. Therefore, if the ROCP
(13a) - (13d) is feasible at time tkz , i.e., it remains feasible
for every t ∈ [tk, tk + T ].

Convergence Analysis: The second part involves proving
convergence of the state ei to the terminal set Ei. In or-
der to prove this, it must be shown that a proper value
function is decreasing along the solution trajectories starting
at a sampling time ti. Consider the optimal value function
J?i (ei(tkz )), as is given in (17), to be a Lyapunov-like
function. Consider also the cost of the feasible control input,
indicated by:

J̄i(ei(tkz+1
)) , J̄i(ei(tkz+1

), ūi(·; ei(tkz+1
))), (44)

where tkz+1
= tkz + h. Define:

ū1(s) , ūi(s; ei(tkz+1
)), (45a)

ē1(s) , ēi(s;u1(s), ei(tkz+1
)), s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + T ], (45b)

where ē1(s) stands for the predicted state ei at time s, based
on the measurement of the state ei at time tkz+1

, while using
the feasible control input ūi(s; e(tkz+1

)) from (36). Let us
also define the following terms:

û2(s) , û?i (s; ei(tkz )), (46)

ê2(s) , êi(s; û2(s), ei(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz , tkz + T − h].

where ê1(s) stands for the predicted state ei at time s, based
on the measurement of the state ei at time tkz , while using
the control input ûi(s; e(tkz )), s ∈ [tkz , tkz+T−h] from (36).
By employing (13a), (17) and (44), the difference between
the optimal and feasible cost is given by:

J̄(ei(tkz+1
))− J?(ei(tkz )) =

Vi(ē1(tkz + T ) +

∫ tkz+T

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds

− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h)−
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds

= Vi(ē1(tkz + T )) +

∫ tkz+1
+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))

−
∫ tkz+1

tkz

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds

−
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds. (47)

Note that, from (36), the following holds:

ūi(s; ei(tkz+1
)) = û?i (s; ei(tkz )),∀ s ∈ [tkz+1

, tkz + T − h].
(48)

By combining (45a), (46) and (48), we have that:

ū1(s) = û2(s) = ūi(s; ei(tkz+1
)) = û?i (s; ei(tkz )),

∀ s ∈ [tkz+1
, tkz + T − h], (49)

By applying the last result and the fact that Fi(e, u) is
Lipschitz, the following holds:∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds

−
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds

=

∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))− Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds



=

∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ūi(s; ei(tkz+1

)))

− Fi(ê2(s), ūi(s; ei(tkz+1
)))
]
ds

≤

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ūi(·))− Fi(ê2(s), ūi(·))

]
ds

∥∥∥∥∥
≤
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

∥∥∥Fi(ē1(s), ūi(·))− Fi(ê2(s), ūi(·))
∥∥∥ds

≤ LFi
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

‖ē1(s)− ê2(s)‖ ds. (50)

By employing the fact that ∀s ∈ [tkz+1
, tkz + T − h] the

following holds:

ēi(s; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
)) = êi(s; ūi(·), ei(tkz )), (51)

the term ‖ē1(s)− ê2(s)‖ can be written as:

‖ē1(s)− ê2(s)‖
= ‖ēi(s; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1

))− êi(s; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))‖

=

∥∥∥∥∥ēi(tkz+1
; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1

))

+

∫ s

tkz+1

gi(ēi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ūi(·))ds′

− êi(tkz ; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))−
∫ tkz+1

tkz

gi(êi(s), ˆ̄xi(s
′), ûi(·))ds

−
∫ s

tkz+1

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ūi(·))ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

≤

∥∥∥∥∥ei(tkz+1
)− ei(tkz )−

∫ tkz+1

tkz

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(s

′), ûi(·))ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

+

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ s

tkz+1

gi(ēi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(·), ūi(·))ds′

−
∫ s

tkz+1

gi(êi(s
′), ˆ̄xi(·), ūi(·))ds′

∥∥∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥ei(tkz+1
)− ei(tkz )−

∫ tkz+1

tkz

d

dt
[êi(s; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))] ds

∥∥∥∥∥
+

∥∥∥∥∥
∫ s

tkz+1

d

dt

[
ēi(s

′; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))
]
ds′

−
∫ s

tkz+1

d

dt
[êi(s

′; ūi(·), ei(tkz ))] ds′
∥∥∥∥∥

=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− ei(tkz )− êi(tkz+1
; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))

+ êi(tkz ; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))
∥∥

+
∥∥ēi(s; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1

))− ēi(ti+1; ūi(·), ei(tkz+1
))

− êi(s; ūi(·), ei(tkz )) + êi(tkz+1
; ūi(·), ei(tkz ))

∥∥
=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− ei(tkz )− êi(tkz+1
; ûi(·), ei(tkz )) + ei(tkz )

∥∥
=
∥∥ei(tkz+1

)− êi(tkz+1
; ûi(·), ei(tkz ))

∥∥ ,

which, by employing Lemma 2, leads to:

‖ē1(s)− ê2(s)‖ ≤ ρi(tkz+1
− tkz ) = ρi(h).

By combining the last result with (50) we get:∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds

−
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds

≤ LFi
∫ tkz+T−h

tkz+1

ρi(h)ds = (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi . (52)

By combining the last result with (50), (47) becomes:

J̄(ei(tkz+1
))− J?(ei(tkz )) ≤ (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi

+ Vi(ē1(tkz + T ))− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds

−
∫ tkz+1

tkz

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds (53)

By integrating inequality (22) from tkz + T − h to tkz + T
and we get the following:∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[∂V
∂e
· gi(ē1(s), ˆ̄xi(s), ū1(s))

+ Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))
]
ds ≤ 0

⇔Vi(ē1(tkz + T )− Vi(ē1(tkz + T − h))

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds ≤ 0,

which by adding and subtracting the term Vi(ê2(tkz+T−h))
becomes:

Vi(ē1(tkz + T )− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds ≤

Vi(ē1(tkz + T − h))− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h)).

By employing the property y ≤ |y|,∀y ∈ R, we get:

Vi(ē1(tkz + T )− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds ≤

|Vi(ē1(tkz + T − h))− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))| . (54)

By employing Lemma 3, we have that:

|Vi(ē1(tkz + T − h))− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))| ≤
LVi‖ē1(tkz + T − h)− ê2(tkz + T − h)‖,

which by employing Lemma 5 and (49), becomes:

|Vi(ē1(tkz + T − h))− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))| ≤
LViρi(tkz+1

− tkz ) = ρi(h)LVi .



By combining the last result with (54), we get:

Vi(ē1(tkz + T )− Vi(ê2(tkz + T − h))

+

∫ tkz+T

tkz+T−h

[
Fi(ē1(s), ū1(s))

]
ds ≤ ρi(h)LVi .

The last inequality along with (53) leads to:

J̄(e(tkz+1
))− J?(e(tkz )) ≤ (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi + ρi(h)LVi

−
∫ tkz+1

tkz

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds. (55)

By substituting ei = ê2(s), ui = û2(s) in (14) we get
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s)) ≥ mi‖ê2(s)‖2, or equivalently:∫ tkz+1

tkz

[
Fi(ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds ≥ mi

∫ tkz+1

tkz

‖ê2(s)‖2ds

⇔−
∫ tkz+1

tkz

[
F (ê2(s), û2(s))

]
ds ≤ −mi

∫ tkz+1

tkz

‖ê2(s)‖2ds.

By combining the last result with (55), we get:

J̄i(e(tkz+1
))− J?i (e(tkz )) ≤ (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi + ρi(h)LVi

−mi

∫ tkz+1

tkz

‖ê2(s)‖2ds (56)

It is clear that the optimal solution at time tkz+1
i.e.,

J?(ei(tkz+1
)) will not be worse than the feasible one at the

same time i.e. J̄(ei(tkz+1
)). Therefore, (56) implies:

J?i (ei(tkz+1
))− J?i (ei(tkz )) ≤ (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi + ρi(h)LVi

−mi

∫ tkz+1

tkz

‖ê2(s)‖2ds,

which is equivalent to:

J?i (ei(tkz+1
))− J?i (ei(tkz )) ≤

−mi

∫ tkz+1

tkz

‖êi(s; û?i (s; ei(tkz )), ei(tkz ))‖2ds

+ (T − 2h)ρi(h)LFi + ρi(h)LVi .

which, according to (1), is in the form:

J?i (ei(tkz+1
))− J?i (ei(tkz )) ≤ −α(‖ei‖) + σ(‖x̄i‖) (57)

Thus, the optimal cost J has been proven to be decreasing,
and according to Definition 4 and Theorem 5, the closed loop
system is ISS stable. Therefore, the closed loop trajectories
converges to the closed set Ei.
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